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This case study of the HBO series, Treme, contributes to a growing literature on media
and space, and on media cities in particular, that positions media as more than a
representational practice. Instead, working from a production studies approach,
I theorize how media, particularly in the case of television production, acts as a spatial
practice that produces and governs contested urban spaces and spatiality. Treme,
through its production practices, adapts to and takes up a position within post-Katrina
New Orleans as well as influences spatial practices within the city, more generally, and
the neighbourhood, more specifically. I consider how the series’ production practices –
including on-location shooting and local hiring – are implicated in the production of
what I term the ‘media neighbourhood’, where the series plays a material role in the
daily struggles over culture and neighbourhood space in post-Katrina New Orleans.

Introduction

New Orleans, a city in the southern USA located on the banks of the Mississippi River and

the Gulf of Mexico, is famously a city composed of distinct and unique neighbourhoods.

Yet, it was the Hurricane Katrina event in August 2005 that made manifest the class and

racial inequalities that distinguish these neighbourhoods both socially and in terms of their

physical location in the city. Overwhelmingly, the people hit hardest by the storm were the

black, poor, and elderly who resided in New Orleans’ most vulnerable neighbourhoods.

These inequalities of race and class and their relationship to space and government policy

serve as problems that debates over the rebuilding process and the future of New Orleans

must contend with.

The HBO series, Treme (2010–2013), which takes its namesake from the Tremé

neighbourhood, was created by David Simon and Eric Overmyer. Filming almost entirely

on location in New Orleans, Treme takes up the problematizations of post-Katrina New

Orleans as central provocations in its dramatic storylines. The show details the lives of

residents extending outward from Tremé, a neighbourhood built primarily by free people

of colour and a key organizing space for African Americans during slavery,

reconstruction, and the Civil Rights Movement (Crutcher 2010). The series focuses on

the struggles of individuals to rebuild their homes, lives, and neighbourhoods in New

Orleans after Katrina. In its broader material practices of production, however, Treme also

intervenes directly into the struggles over the city and neighbourhood spaces it represents.

To understand this material means by which the Treme production participates in

struggles over city, and particularly neighbourhood, space, I argue for a need to depart

from theorizing cities’, and particularly New Orleans’, relationship to space in terms of

practices of representation. Though this work dominates the field of media studies’ of

cities (especially when considering New Orleans), I suggest Treme enjoins media scholars
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to rethink media space by going beyond the text to consider how media production works

as a spatial practice in the city. Working from a production studies approach (Mayer,

Banks, and Caldwell 2009) to analyse Treme as a spatial practice (de Certeau 1984;

Bourdieu 1984, 1990; Foucault 2003), I query how Treme adapts to and takes up a position

within the post-Katrina neighbourhood and the influences the series has on spatial

practices within the city. This research therefore contributes an analysis of how production

practices work to produce, organize, and govern spaces in the contemporary media city

(McQuire 2008).

Specifically, I suggest the Treme production – through on-location shooting and local

hiring – takes up a position in and appropriates the daily practices, rhythms, and affects of

neighbourhood space, constituting what I refer to as ‘the media neighbourhood’. The

‘media neighbourhood’ captures a dynamic within the post-industrial, neoliberal city in

which media is becoming increasingly imbricated within the daily practices, rituals, and

embodiments of everyday neighbourhood spaces as an agent of urban renewal. On the one

hand, this opens opportunities for New Orleans’ neighbourhoods that had been

marginalized or demonized by media production in the past to garner support through

networking with institutions of media power. Yet, it does so through entrepreneurializing

the living labour (Read 2003) of the neighbourhood in ways that are likely to benefit the

media industry itself rather than those spaces and individuals from which labour and value

is extracted.

Media cities and production

Much of the work on media and cities, and on media and New Orleans, in particular,

addresses the relationship of media to city space in terms of practices of representation

and the production of identity (Morgan Parmett 2012). With few exceptions (Mayer

2011a, 2012; Morgan Parmett 2012; Gray 2012), scholarship on Treme reveals a

tendency towards understanding the series’ relationship to New Orleans in terms of its

representational practices, particularly in terms of how the series constructs a sense of

place (Leyda 2012); narrates struggles over public and private space (Moylan 2012;

Yousaf 2010); how the series constructs what it means to be at home (Fuqua 2011,

2012); and, especially, how the series’ textual representations construct a troubling

discourse of ‘authentic’ New Orleans (Andersen 2011; Banks 2011; Fuqua 2011;

Lemann 2010; Rathke 2012; Reed 2011; Thomas 2012; Smith-Shomade 2011). Scholars

also take up Treme’s representations of raced musical culture and multiculturalism

(George 2012; Gray 2012; Jackson 2011; Reed 2011; Smith-Shomade 2011);

representations of Mardi Gras Indians and Black New Orleans culture (Gendrin,

Dessinges, and Hajjar 2012); and how the text intervenes into debates and struggles over

rebuilding the city (Cwynar 2011; Gendrin, Dessinges, and Hajjar 2012; Leyda 2011;

Reed 2011; Smith-Shomade 2011). Critics are also quick to contrast Treme with David

Simon’s previous work, The Wire, and their diverging ways of representing New Orleans

and Baltimore (Lemann 2010).

Yet, Treme does more than represent the city in which it is filmed. Though an analysis

of Treme’s textual and representational practices can yield a fruitful discussion of their

ideological function in legitimating particular policies and actions in the city as well as in

hailing subjects to do that work, it would be remiss to only focus on the text. Treme’s

impact on the cultural work it employs and the neighbourhoods in which it films can only

be assessed if one looks beyond the text to the series’ broader spatial practices in New

Orleans. I therefore argue that Treme calls for a departure from the ways in which media
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scholars have historically addressed the importance and significance of media and its

relationship to New Orleans. This latter approach might best be summarized by Schuth,

when he suggests:

The image of New Orleans in a film . . . does not depend on location shooting . . . The
image of the city depends on what the image maker selects to include, real or not, and how
he or she chooses to present it. What matters is not how authentic the image of the city is,
but how the image shapes the viewer’s total idea of what New Orleans is like. (1981,
240–241)

Schuth is arguing that media scholars ought not to concern themselves with the particulars

of the location of any individual film about New Orleans or the relationship between

location and production practices, since its imagery is drawn from a Hollywood studio

rather than from the location. Conversely, I argue that the location of shooting and the

material practices of production within New Orleans as a location very much shape the

image of the city that is represented on screen in Treme. Although what makes it on screen

is undoubtedly bound up with choices made by producers, directors, and writers, Treme’s

on-location shooting and its networking and hiring of local groups, individuals, and

organizations means that the local culture and space of the city also influences and shapes

these decisions.

In order to provoke a shift in how media scholars might go about analysing television

productions within cities beyond the text, I am proposing here to theorize media

production as a practice, with particular attention to the ways in which production

practices work as spatial practices. Thus far, analyses of media as a practice, stemming

largely from work in sociology (Couldry 2004) and media anthropology (Bird 2003), tend

to emphasize practices that stem from media consumption, rather than production (Hobart

2010). Couldry (2004) suggests practice theory enjoins scholars to ask, ‘what types of

things do people do in relation to media? And what types of things do people say in

relation to media?’ (121), but he hesitates to suggest that media production can be studied

as a practice because it is ‘generally a rationalized work practice’ (126). Couldry’s

statement follows what Andy Pratt has suggested is a consumptionist bias in media

scholarship. Offering what he refers to as a ‘spatialized “production of culture” approach’,

Pratt argues that the ‘study of the material culture of production’ should be on the agenda,

and scholars ought to address how culture is produced within the context of particular

spaces and places (2004, 124).

Scholarship in the emerging field of production studies (Mayer, Banks, and

Caldwell 2009; Mayer 2011b; Havens, Lotz, and Tinic 2009; Tinic 2005; Caldwell

2006, 2008) takes up this call, contributing a theoretical and practical framework for

how to study the media industry and production. As Mayer, Banks, and Caldwell note,

production studies is ‘interested in how media producers make culture, and, in the

process, make themselves into particular kinds of workers in modern, mediated

societies’ (2009, 2). Production studies looks specifically at how production culture

‘both constitutes and reflects relationships of power’ as well as how ‘national policies

and global markets shape . . . the local sites studied’ (Mayer, Banks, and Caldwell

2009, 2–3). Specifically, Havens, Lotz, and Tinic (2009) propose a framework for

what they refer to as critical media industry studies. They call for reinvigorating

critical work on media industries that emphasizes micro-level industrial practices and

‘midlevel fieldwork in industry analyses, which accounts for the complex interactions

among cultural and economic forces’ (Havens, Lotz, and Tinic 2009, 237). My

research here on Treme draws from this midlevel fieldwork approach through

interviews with Treme’s producers, writers, and other workers as well as observations
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made on set as a way to understand the practical ways in which the Treme production

intervenes into a particular locality.

I am interested in how the series’ production operates as a kind of spatial practice. de

Certeau defines spatial practices as the pedestrian’s tactical appropriations of space, or the

‘singular and plural practices which an urbanistic system was supposed to administer or

suppress, but which have outlived its decay’ (1984, 96). I suggest that the Treme

production practices space in precisely this way – as a kind of pedestrian who tactically

navigates neighbourhood space. I ask, how does Treme adapt to and take up a position

within the neighbourhood? In what ways do its engagements in the neighbourhood

appropriate that space and become constitutive of the daily practices and rituals of those

spaces? And, finally, what are the consequences of media production’s participation in the

everyday struggles over neighbourhood space, and for New Orleans’ neighbourhoods

especially, in the right to return? It is to these questions I now turn.

Producing Treme/Tremé

On-location shooting

Whereas many iconic film and TV productions about New Orleans were shot primarily on

Hollywood sets, Treme films almost entirely on-location. When I spoke to location

manager Virginia McCollum about where Treme had filmed, she showed me a map that

had a pin in each of their filming locations, revealing that there had been filming in almost

every neighbourhood in the city as well as in many surrounding suburbs. Gesturing to the

map, McCollum suggested she hoped to shoot in every area in the city, stating, ‘we’ve

taken this show into neighbourhoods in the city that I think probably a lot of New

Orleanians have never been to’ (interview, 15 March 2011). Like its local hiring, Treme’s

decision to do almost all of its shooting on location is in part the result of New Orleans’ tax

incentive policy, where the series’ low viewership and potential cost to HBO is offset by

its low production costs via incentives for the production to film in New Orleans. But on-

location shooting also stems from producers’ aims to create an ‘authentic’ representation

of the city that counters those representations filmed on Hollywood sets (Eric Overmyer,

interview, 15 March 2011).

Although I find the producers’ claims to ‘authenticity’ deeply troubling and worthy of

critique, I want to be clear that it is not my primary aim here to critique these claims nor to

take them for granted. Certainly, claims to authenticity are never innocent but, rather,

presume a particular and located view of what and who is and is not authentic (Zukin

2010). New Orleans has a long history of utilizing rhetorics of authenticity to sell its

cultural assets for consumption, and, more often than not, authenticity is served up in the

interests of elites rather than the poor and disenfranchised (Gotham 2007). Other scholars

have adeptly critiqued Treme’s rhetorics of authenticity (see especially George 2012;

Thomas 2012; Rathke 2012; Fuqua 2012; Reed 2011) and it is not my intention to rehash

these debates here. Rather, what I am interested in is how the desire and aim for what

Treme producers hope is ‘authentic’ works as a kind of guiding rationality that influences

one set of production practices over others (namely, on-location shooting and local hiring)

and the influences these practices then have on the spaces, places, and bodies that have

been deemed ‘authentic’.

Guided by this rationality of authenticity, writer and story editor for the show, Lolis

Eric Elie, elaborates on the centrality of on-location shooting. He suggests, ‘Certainly, if

you moved us to L.A., we’d remember some things, get on the phone, Google fly back, but

I think it adds in ways that even we as writers don’t even understand or articulate how . . .
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small but immeasurable . . . ways’ (interview, 15 March 2011). Elie suggests that these

immeasurables are borne out in the crew living, breathing, and experiencing New Orleans

through their daily interactions. He notes, ‘our crew leaves the set, they are going eating in

New Orleans restaurants, going to New Orleans clubs, going to New Orleans churches,

going and saying hello to a New Orleans cab driver, all of that informs the show’

(interview, 15 March 2011).

While this creates ‘real-life’ experiences that the writers and crew members can

bring to creating each episode, it also has an impact on the communities and

neighbourhoods in which Treme films. Notwithstanding the (highly debatable1)

resources producers and city officials claim funnel back into these neighbourhoods

through the production’s contracting and populating of their services and businesses,

perhaps the biggest impact of Treme’s commitment to on-location filming in a diversity

of neighbourhoods throughout the city comes in helping to promote these areas as

potential filming spaces to future media productions. These practices speak more

specifically to the relationship between Treme and Film New Orleans. Film New

Orleans, the city’s film commission, serves as a liaison mediating between production

crews, city government, police, and neighbourhood residents and organizations (‘Film

New Orleans’ 2013). It is to this end that Treme’s desire to film in any and every location

proves to be particularly useful. As McCollum noted in our interview, she in fact knew

more about the film and TV industry than the director of Film New Orleans, Katie

Gunnell, who has relatively little experience in the industry. Treme thus serves a role in

sharpening the services the commission provides, particularly in relation to finding

filming locations and negotiating production practices. In her liaising with the Film

Commission, McCollum brings Treme’s desires for authenticity and to film every

neighbourhood into the Film Commission’s practices and rationalities. It expands the

scope of the areas in the city understood as sites of potential mediation and

entrepreneurship through this form of media production.

Treme’s commitment to on-location shooting as well as its ongoing shooting schedule,

and its aim to film in every neighbourhood establishes the production as a regular

inscription on the landscape. It does so in Tremé, in particular, where it films regularly,

affecting and disrupting traffic patterns, resident movement, as well as the business of the

establishments in which it films. This is no simple matter, as anyone who has witnessed the

filming of a major TV or film production might attest. The simple fact of the enormous

trucks that roll into the narrow side streets of Tremé ensure that passers-by can neither

ignore nor avoid the production. Treme therefore affects significantly the ways bodies

move in space, constituting and cultivating the neighbourhood habitus (Bourdieu 1990),

by affecting how and where people can walk, their potential encounters, as well as how

individuals and collectives might comport their bodies and present themselves (de Certeau

1984). In so doing, Treme is implicated in the production of neighbourhood as locality,

where, as Appadurai notes, ‘as local subjects carry on the continuing task of reproducing

their neighbourhood, the contingencies of history, environment, and imagination contain

the potential for new contexts (material, social, and imaginative) to be produced . . .

neighbourhood as context produces the context of neighbourhoods’ (1996, 185). Treme’s

spatial practices create new sets of everyday rituals and experiences that are not unhinged

from the history of neighbourhood practice, but out of which is borne a new context, one in

which media practices and mediatization become normal everyday experiences

themselves, not disruptive of everyday life, but as everyday life itself. Production crews

become primary agents within the neighbourhood, and the disruptions involved in media

production become a component of habitus.
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These on-location shooting practices help to implement the city’s post-Katrina

rebuilding aims. New Orleans has turned to film and television production as essential

strategies for urban renewal, rebranding, and rebuilding since Katrina. Central

components of New Orleans’ Master Plan, Plan for the 21st Century: New Orleans

2030 (City Planning Commission 2010), for example, are zoning policies and urban

planning initiatives to create, attract, and maintain creative entrepreneurs for film, TV, and

digital media industries. The Master Plan suggests media industries are crucial not to well-

known, tourist neighbourhoods like the French Quarter – which had previously been

targeted for media production and representation – but for neighbourhoods most adversely

affected by Katrina, neighbourhoods hitherto marginalized by media production in the

past, neighbourhoods like Tremé.

By rendering these neighbourhoods as sites of potential media production, Treme

networks these neighbourhoods into broader governmental aims and institutions, like Film

New Orleans and the Mayor’s Office of Cultural Economy, entrepreneurializing the

neighbourhood as a potential site of value for future production. This creates

neighbourhoods as sites of neoliberal governance (Foucault 2008), made self-sufficient

and self-responsible through their being constituted as entrepreneurial sites of media

production. Although when Treme leaves this may change, the series has also networked

the neighbourhood into the film production industry and the city’s film commission in

ways that can have a lasting impact on these neighbourhoods’, and particularly Tremé’s,

futures. The problem with this is that rather than providing public resources to rebuild,

Treme legitimates a neoliberal logic that rationalizes the rebuilding of certain

neighbourhoods depends upon the ability of residents to entrepreneurialize themselves

and their neighbourhoods into the public–private partnerships of the media industry and

city government. As I argue later, this strategy might enable some neighbourhoods to

return and rebuild, but this rather precarious strategy depends upon the subjection of

neighbours to become mediated citizens and for neighbourhoods to become ‘media

neighbourhoods’.

Local hiring

Treme’s on-location shooting is significantly influenced by its local hiring. As Lolis Eric

Elie stated, local hiring is an aesthetic practice that services the story, such that if ‘for day

players, for cultural folks, you know you’ve got some Mardi Gras Indians [as part of the

story], we are gonna try to find Indians, gonna try to find musicians, real carpenters’

(interview, 15 March 2011). Yet, these are not only aesthetic concerns, they are practical

as well. As Associate Producer Laura Schweigman suggests that since Treme is ‘making a

show about a city . . . you want people that have local relationships, that know how to

work on a team, know their way around the city, know vendors’ (interview, 16 March

2011).

In these efforts, Treme created a unique position, held by Karen Livers, titled

‘specialty casting’, whose job is to find, connect, and negotiate with the local community

for casting and other purposes. Livers sees her position in ethical terms, as a social

responsibility to the community to ‘guarantee that people from New Orleans will be

connected and involved’ in Treme (interview, 15 March 2011). She suggests the culture of

New Orleans is something that cannot be faked, ‘you have to get the real thing’. Her job is

to ensure that in each scene, they have ‘the real thing’. Livers suggests, for example, that

she ensures that ‘if we’re going to Bullet’s – a neighbourhood bar – [we] use the people

that go to Bullet’s every Tuesday that hear Kermit [Ruffins] play’ (interview, 15 March
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2011). This too, according to Livers makes Treme more palatable, more neighbourly, in

the eyes of residents, who she feels have a part to play in the series. In addition to hiring

extras, Treme also networks with local cultural organizations to capture ‘the real thing’ in

the form of distinctive, and especially racialized and neighbourhood-tied, cultural

practices. A myriad of examples of the local and vernacular cultural practices are on

display in any individual Treme episode. From brass bands to Mardi Gras Indians, Baby

Dolls to social aid and pleasure clubs, Treme makes an effort to hire individuals and

groups that participate in neighbourhood-based New Orleanian traditions.

On the day I visited the set, Treme was filming in Tremé at Mother’s Lounge. It was

supposed to be Mardi Gras Day, and Livers had made sure that many of the people at the

Lounge were the people who would have been there on thatMardi Gras day. For example,

she ensured the Baby Doll group in the scene that day was the actual Baby Doll group that

was at Mother’s Lounge on that Mardi Gras, stating ‘there are other Baby Doll groups, but

only these Baby Dolls will be at this club’ (interview, 15 March 2011).2 The head of this

particular Baby Dolls club in the 7th ward passed away just around the time that the scene

was supposed to be taking place. Though this history was not part of the narrative of the

story, she argued having the Baby Dolls here at this place and this time, being part of the

scene, obliquely signifies this history and pays tribute to the significance of this cultural

practice.

According to Livers, the ‘authenticity’ that is provided by cases like this in the local

hiring of extras, musicians, cultural practitioners, consultants, and local personalities

produces something ‘magical’:

You can get extras to go in there and they’re going to have a fantastic time, but it’s not going
to be like the people who sit in Bullet’s every Tuesday, and when I say every Tuesday, I mean
every Tuesday in the same spot to hear Kermit play. That’s magical . . . some nights you can
be there and the whole club is on the same rhythm and the same, same everything, and you just
know people, this is their ritual. (Interview, 15 March 2011)

Virginia McCollum echoes these sentiments, suggesting getting folks who live in the

neighbourhood where they are filming to be involved:

Lends a reality to it that you might not get otherwise, like taking somebody from someplace
else and saying, ‘stand on this corner and look normal, look natural’. You get somebody used
to standing on that corner and they really look natural, and they are happy to be a part of it.
(Interview, 15 March 2011)

Although Treme’s hiring practices are laudable efforts that stand in stark contrast to many

media productions in New Orleans, there is also an undoubtedly neoliberal element here

where culture – whether in the form of everyday practices of extras, musicians, or in other

kinds of creative work – is being harnessed as a resource (Yúdice 2003) for profit in a

post-Fordist market. Though the individuals who get the work profit to some degree

through a pay cheque at the end of the day, it is largely the industry that capitalizes on this

labour; HBO has much more to gain from its representations of ‘authenticity’ than any

individual.

As Lolis Eric Elie noted in our interview, the salary provided to most of the cast that

Karen Livers connects with the series is not sustainable. He suggests, ‘We want to

strengthen the culture by hiring people to do what they do, [but] ain’t no Mardi Gras

Indians getting rich by being extras on this show, but they’re getting a couple of extra

dollars and they are getting some praise’ (interview, 15 March 2011). Elie followed up this

with the argument that
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What is incredible about the community, particularly the Mardi Gras Indians is that they don’t
rely on no white folks or no middle class black folks to . . . get what they’re doing, and
because they have been so oblivious to the outside taste, the culture remains strong and the
outside has come to them. (Interview, 15 March 2011)

This statement suggests Treme plays a role in connecting vernacular cultural practices of

Baby Dolls, Mardi Gras Indians, local brass bands, and so forth to a Hollywood production

that, in turn, connects these practices up with a wider, dispersed network of actors and

institutions. Treme acts as a technology for entrepreneurializing vernacular cultural

practices embedded in neighbourhood culture, networking them to structures of power,

and harnessing the neighbourhood as an economic and social space of potential value.

In other words, Treme helps to bring about what I refer to as ‘the media neighbourhood’.

The media neighbourhood

Treme is a constitutive part of how filming in New Orleans presents itself as a constant

potential. There is always the potential for a chance meeting with crew members, whether

while they are out filming or when they are learning about the culture at the local club. One

might run into Virginia McCollum while she is scouting potential locations, and, as she

notes, ‘I’m always listening, oh I always listen . . . we are there, we are in the places where

life happens in the city, not just in the boardrooms, or the fancy restaurants, but the corner

store’ (interview, 15 March 2011). On the one hand, this rings out as a kind of warning – a

kind of acknowledgement of how the media industry works to govern space through

surveillance, disciplining bodies and minds (Foucault 1995) through the warning, ‘be

careful what you say, it might end up on TV!’ But it is meant as more of an invitation,

more as a kind of governing through freedom, an invitation that is not about ‘you must’,

but ‘you may’ (Arvidsson 2005; Bennett 1995; Lury 2004; Rose 1999). It is an invitation

to residents to tell their stories, to become involved, to take part. And people do –

McCollum recounts:

They’ll shout storylines to us on the street . . . there used to be a vanful of people who walked
into a very close neighbourhood who all hopped out and looked around looking rather foolish
. . . but now, its like, ‘you’re Treme’. And people . . . start talking to us or telling us they want
to be in it, be an extra . . . we try to get folks who live in the neighbourhood to be involved.
(Interview, 15 March 2011)

This fundamentally changes everyday life in the neighbourhood, where media becomes

imbricated in the daily practices of everyday citizens, reconstituting the neighbourhood as

a media neighbourhood and citizens as always already potentially engaged in mediation.

In this sense, Treme’s production practices are what de Certeau (1984) refers to as

spatial practices. de Certeau (1984) theorizes the everyday as a decidedly ‘spatial practice’

carried out by ‘ordinary practitioners’ as opposed to the city planner, cartographer, or

planner urbanist. These ordinary practitioners are ‘walkers . . . whose bodies follow the

thicks and thins of an urban ‘text’ they write without being able to read it’ (93). De Certeau

seeks to locate the practices that present themselves as Other to the planned city, as a kind

of tactical resistance. So too, Treme’s production practices do not constitute the sole work

of plans and planners, or of the space dominating culture industries, but, rather, are a

matter of harnessing everyday and quotidian practices implicated in the tactical

appropriation of space. Pierre Mayol notes, ‘The neighbourhood is a dynamic notion

requiring a progressive apprenticeship that grows with the repetition of the dweller’s

body’s engagement in public space until it exercises a sort of appropriation of this space’

(1998, 10–11). Treme demonstrates the practical ways in which media production takes
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up a position in neighbourhoods, intervenes into, and produces neighbourhood space in an

everyday sense until it tactically appropriates that space into a kind of media

neighbourhood.

Yet, I want to hold in tension this kind of tactical spatial practice of production with the

ways in which the Treme production is also helping to constitute a particular kind of

neighbourhood habitus (Bourdieu 1984, 1990). As McRobbie (2005) argues in her reading

of the reality TV programWhat Not to Wear, media engages its viewers in a set of practical

exercises that are aimed at practical mastery and therefore educates individuals as to how

to perform within their habitus. Treme, however, constitutes habitus not only through how

its text engages viewers in practical exercises, but also in how its production practices

work in a broader sense in the city to direct, govern, and regulate the practical relations of

citizens in neighbourhood spaces. Particularly, it works to produce media spaces in the city

towards the aim of what Rose (1999), drawing from Foucault’s (2003) conception of

governmentality, refers to as governing through freedom. The media neighbourhood is

structured and organized to promote the movement of free, self-regulating, neoliberal

subjects.

In so doing, Treme might be understood as capturing the living labour (Hardt and

Negri 2000; Marx 1973; Read 2003) and the affects of everyday life in the neighbourhood.

As Read notes, living labour is ‘activity, as creative power, as the pure power to create the

new . . . This labor produces not only things – objects – it is also productive of needs and

sociality . . . It is this power that capital must utilize’ (2003, 80). Though capital depends

upon living labour, they also exist in an agonistic relationship, where living labour always

threatens to disrupt and overflow beyond that which capital can harness and measure to

produce value. Treme’s spatial practices of production offer techniques for capturing this

living labour embodied in neighbourhood space. It instrumentalizes and harnesses living

labour by entrepreneurializing it, composing bodies and everyday practices in the

neighbourhood as mediatizable and enabling creative potential to be transformed into

value for the media industry. It is not a spectacular creativity that is being captured, but the

daily, embodied practices of neighbourhoods and the raced bodies most affected by

Katrina. In this context, Treme works biopolitically to extract value from the living labour

of social life itself (Hardt and Negri 2000; Lazzarato 1996; Terranova 2004), whether it be

in the form of blowing a trumpet or standing on a street corner.

The implications to producing the media neighbourhood extend beyond just the Treme

production. For, as Virginia McCollum indicated, Treme has an investment in cultivating a

partnership with neighbourhoods such that it can lead to a lasting and sustainable film

industry in the city. Thus, Treme impacts how neighbourhoods expect film producers to

interact with them and vice versa (interview, 15 March 2011). Perhaps more so than any

individual practices of production, then, Treme affects the city and the neighbourhood

most significantly in its embedding media in the quotidian practices and daily spaces of

New Orleans’ neighbourhoods. The media neighbourhood, in turn, is a space that can be

valorized by the city as garnering the entrepreneurial capacities that might enable the

(precarious) right of every neighbourhood and every citizen to return. This works

especially in the ways in which Treme, in particular, aims to highlight every

neighbourhood and the diverse and marginalized practices of their residents. The media

neighbourhood is offered up in contrast to the disembodied creative city – as a space not

of flagship projects or simulations of creative clusters, but, rather, as an embodied and

practiced space of indigenous creativity that serves as the creative life-force for producing

creative industries and, especially, for revitalizing post-Katrina New Orleans and offering

one avenue for neighbourhood residents to return.
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Yet, the media neighbourhood must pass through the lens of an economic rationality,

where cultural practices and spaces are assumed worthwhile because they can produce a

return on investment (Yúdice 2003). So, what happens to those forms of culture and those

spaces that do not create a return on investment? Treme does showcase forms of cultural

practice that had hitherto been left out of this calculating logic, including some potentially

‘uncreative’ and more vernacular cultural practices (like sitting on a bar stool). Yet, the

show depends upon the capacity for these cultural practices to produce an economic value

in terms of the production of audiences and brand value for HBO. Treme subsumes, or at

least extracts, value from the local, cultural practices it features on the show. This might be

seen as a form of what Clyde Woods refers to as asset striping, or ‘the privatization of

publicly held assets and the deregulation of corporate practices’, where the media

neighbourhood works as a racialized enclosure that reaps profit from the privatization of

the spatial practices and embodiments of neighbourhood habitus.

Treme might lead to the valorization of some new spaces in the city, like Tremé, as

places of cultural export, but to what extent does the series further exclude and displace the

bodies and spaces who fail to entrepreneurialize, or, better yet, who refuse mediatization?

Moreover, as the series gives value to the Tremé neighbourhood, does it participate in

gentrification? Does it create a value within the neighbourhood that will drive out those

creative practitioners who made that space valuable in the first place, or, conversely, will

Treme provide measures to ensure that creative, and even uncreative, practitioners have a

place in the city? Answers to these questions are beyond the scope of this particular paper.

However, what I hoped to have thrown into focus are the complex ways in which media is

imbricated in the everyday and material geography of contemporary cities.

Conclusions

Considering media production as a spatial practice opens up a new range of questions,

ethical and political faultlines, and sites of exploration that remain opaque if scholarship

on space remains transfixed on practices of primarily representation and reception. Here,

I have argued theorizing media production as a spatial practice brings attention to how

Treme’s practices in the city are embodied and embodying practices, and, in particular,

how it participates directly not only in representing space but also in governing, regulating,

and organizing neighbourhood space as habitus and locality. Though this does not mean

that theories of representation no longer matter, the way in which they matter is different in

the media city and what I have referred to here as the media neighbourhood. In the case of

Treme, its representations are bound up with practical concerns of production, such as

finding local places to shoot and networking with neighbourhood residents. These

practices influence, constrain, and make possible its textual representations. What is called

for is therefore complicating how representations interact with the material practices of

media within particular spaces and places.

Now, Treme is perhaps an exception in how it interacts with the city’s local culture and

space. It is indicative of an immersion in local city space that is perhaps unlikely to be

replicated in other cities and in other programs. However, it is also precisely Treme’s

irreproducibility that is of significance. In an era in which cities are starting to eschew the

‘best practices’ approach of the creative city in favour of more indigenous forms of

entrepreneurializing creative neighbourhoods (Markusen and Gadwa 2010), and the TV

industry too is looking for unique and immersive experiences to maintain TV’s relevance

in a post-broadcast world (Lotz 2007), Treme emerges as an example of how these aims

are brought into alignment. Whether it will prove valuable to HBO and New Orleans in the
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long run is still up for debate. HBO cancelled Treme in the spring of 2013, allowing

producers to film a last ‘half season’ (premiering December 2013) in order to close out the

narrative. The low viewership for the series may suggest that this is not how media

production within particular cities might look in the future. Yet, given David Simon’s and

(HBO president) Eric Kessler’s hope for Treme to have a ‘long tail’ and a lasting impact on

media production in the city (Simon et al. 2010), it still suggests that the series is an

important place to consider how TV production within contemporary cities might be

played out. With new TV series like Nashville, which films in Nashville, Tennessee, the

revival of Dallas filming in Dallas, Texas, and a slew of on-location reality shows, Treme

can provide lessons for the kinds of questions media scholars interested in rethinking

media space might ask of these place-based series. As cities globally, from Detroit

(Michigan) to Suva (Fiji), aim to become what Curtin (2004) terms ‘media capitals’, my

hope, then, is that this case study might throw focus onto the questions we might ask as

media production becomes imbricated in the daily, practiced, and lived geography of

everyday life in the city.
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Notes

1. These arguments regarding the benefits to local businesses are frequently used to justify cities’
and states’ generous tax incentive programs, arguing in favour of the benefits to the local
economy due to local spending that is said to outweigh the costs of the incentives (Tannenwald
2010; CEIDR 2006; Saas 2006). After Treme’s first season, it was estimated that the production
spent 85% of its total expenditures in the State of Louisiana (Baxter 2011). Still, it is unclear and
debatable if these expenditures made up for the costly tax incentives (Mayer and Goldman 2010;
Pope 2010).

2. Baby Dolls are women, usually African American women, who dress as baby dolls, with satin
bonnets, pacifiers, and bottles in tribute to the history of the women who worked in Storyville –
the city’s former red light district located within Tremé and later razed to build the Iberville
housing projects – and dressed similarly (Antolini 2013; Vaz 2013).
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